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%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage
from numpy import *
from pylab import 
zeros,ones,diag,imshow,gray,imread,savefig,inv,arange
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft2,ifft2,fft,ifft
def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v)
def show(image): imshow(real(image)); gray(); savefig("temp.png")
def logshow(image): imshow(log(1.0+abs(image))); gray(); 
savefig("temp.png")
def realplot(s,*args): list_plot(real(s),*args)
def logplot(s,*args): list_plot(log(1+abs(s)),*args)
def arotate(a,n): return hstack([a[n:],a[:-n]]) 

       

Here, we introduce the Short Time Fourier Transform. 

This transform is very important in the analysis and coding of speech and music.

t = arange(0,512) 

       

So far, we have been considering signals consisting of linear compositions of signals with constant frequencies.

y = sin(t*2*pi/8.0)
list_plot(y,1) 



       

But for practical signals, the frequency often changes over time. 

Examples are speech, music, and FM (frequency modulation) radio.

y = sin(t * (1+0.1*sin(t*2*pi/512.0)) *2*pi/8.0)
list_plot(y,1) 

       

What does the spectrum of such a signal look like?



What does the spectrum of such a signal look like?

list_plot(abs(fft(y)),1) 

       

That's not very useful.  However, although the frequency varies over time, over shorter time periods, it stays

relatively constant.  So, let's look at the spectrum of shorter time slices.

sft = array([abs(fft(y[i:i+128])) for i in range(0,380)])
logshow(transpose(sft)) 



       

In this series of short term spectra, we can see the frequency go up and down over time, recovering the

frequency modulation.

But where does all the background "junk" come from?

Our signal is not periodic in the 128 sample windows that we choose, so we get high frequency components "at
the edges" (those disappear when the frequency happens to align with the window).

y0 = y[0:0+128]
list_plot(arotate(y0,64),1) 



       

To get rid of this, we use a windowing function.  These transforms our signal into a signal that has no "sharp
edges" at the boundaries.

w = arange(128)
window = 64**2-(w-64)**2
window -= amin(window)
window = max1(window)
list_plot(window) 



       

list_plot(y0*window,1) 

       

No sharp transitions at the boundaries...

list_plot(arotate(y0*window,64),1) 



       

And now the windowed short time Fourier transform looks much nicer.

sft = array([abs(fft(window*y[i:i+128])) for i in range(0,380)])
show(transpose(sft)) 



       

We can generalize the windowed short time Fourier transform to 2D signals.  However, the results are a bit

difficult to visualize, since we're looking at a 2D map of 2D spectra, so a 4D output.

2D windowed transforms are important for image analysis.  However, people often choose a different

representation of the 2D image that is similar: wavelets.

 

       

 
                 


